
Upcoming Events 

 

5SP P.E : Monday and Friday 

5LP P.E : Monday and Friday (swimming) 

Osmington Bay: Monday 30th March -     

Friday 3rd April  

5LP Class assembly:  Friday 28th February  

Parents Evening: 18th-19th March  

English 
 

Year 5 will be reading multiple texts this half term. They 
will be starting with the traditional tale of Robin Hood. 
They will be looking at  the descriptive  and literary      
features used and use those techniques within their own 
writing. Year 5 will spend the second half of the term  
looking at a book called The Journey to Jo’burg which 
looks at the history of apartheid and Nelson Mandela. 
Year 5 will then write a biography on Nelson Mandela 
using the features and writing techniques they have learnt.   

Science 

Our topic in science is Electricity. Year 5 will be learning about the 
conduction of electricity and the importance of the components 
that make up a circuit. They will be planning and conducting an 
investigation to test to see if variables can effect the current and 
flow of electricity. Children will be writing their own  predictions 
and using their scientific knowledge when conducting the          
investigations. To create cross curricular links, children will be  incorporating their 
DT knowledge to design and make a functioning light house using materials and a 
circuit.  

Maths 
 

This term in Maths, children will learn to read and write      
decimal numbers as fractions , percentages and vice versa. 
They will also be  recognising the decimal equivalent of      
thousandths, hundredths and tenths. It is imperative that by 

the end of this term, children will be able to read, write, order and compare 
numbers with up to three decimal places. Alongside this, they will be solving 
mathematical  questions using word problems. Year 5 will also focus on     
recognising and  understanding percentages and how it relates to decimals 
and fractions.  
 

Creative Curriculum 

Our new topics  for this half term are French and Music.  In French, the      

children will be solidifying their vocabulary within this  language and they will 

be strengthening their understanding of the grammar, punctuation and use of 

masculine, feminine and neutral forms.  They will develop accurate             

pronunciation of common vocabulary and use these within sentences.  In  

Music, the children will use instruments that have derived from Africa to   

create a song that symbolizes the African culture. They will understand the 

difference between beat, tempo and context. Once they have composed their 

songs, they will showcase these to different classes within the school! 

Half Term Task 
 

To make a poster or information text about 

electricity and how circuits are formed.  

 

 

Please bring this in by Friday  3rd April  

 

Homework 
 

Please support your child at home with 

learning their times tables and doing the 

English and maths activities that we set for 

homework. 

Please remind your children to read every 

day and record this in their home learning 

book. 

 

 


